
Introducing our 2 New Recruits to the
LPC-800 Series 

the LPC-840 & LPC-845

“Compact, Rugged, Unstoppable”

Introducing our latest additions to our Powerful LPC-800 Series Family of Small
Form Factor Rugged Computers – the LPC-840/845 are the ultimate solution for
your demanding computing needs in any environment!

Top 10 Reasons to check them out !

1. Uncompromising Performance: Despite their compact size, our LPC-840 &
LPC-845 are rugged computers equipped with cutting-edge processors that deliver
top-notch performance. Whether you're handling resource-intensive tasks, running
complex simulations, or working with large datasets, they will ensure smooth and
seamless operations.

2. Compact Design: The Small Form Factor allows for easy integration into
confined spaces, making them ideal for vehicles, field applications, and space-
constrained environments. They are perfect for industries like military,
transportation, agriculture, mining, and more.

3. Extreme Durability: These rugged computers are built to withstand the harshest
conditions. They are designed to resist shock, vibration, dust and wide temperatures
when using the LPC-845 model.

4. Reliable Performance in Harsh Environments: With our PC’s, you can count
on dependable performance even in the most challenging environments. Whether
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it's scorching deserts, freezing temperatures, or high-altitude locations, our
computers won't let you down.

5. Increased Efficiency & Productivity: The powerful processing capabilities
enable faster data processing and analysis, resulting in improved decision-making
and increased productivity for your team. Reduced processing times mean more
time for critical tasks and better overall operational efficiency.

6. Versatile Connectivity Options: Our 800 Series come with a variety of
connectivity options, including Wi-Fi, 5G and multiple I/O ports, ensuring seamless
data transfer and communication with other devices and systems.

7. Energy Efficiency: Despite their powerful performance, our computers are
designed with energy efficiency in mind, optimizing power consumption to extend
life or reduce energy costs in remote or off-grid scenarios.

8. Future-Proof Technology: Our LPC-840 / 845’s are equipped with the 10th-Gen
Intel processors, ensuring they stay relevant and powerful for years to come.
Investing in our systems means you're investing in future-proof technology for your
business.

9. Cost-Effective Solutions: The durability and reliability of our PC’s translate into
long-term cost savings, reducing maintenance and replacement expenses.

10. Enhanced Data Security: Data security is crucial in various industries, and our
rugged PC’s are designed with advanced security features such as TPM 2.0 to
protect sensitive information from unauthorized access and potential cyber threats.
 

In conclusion, our Small Form Factor yet powerful rugged computers offer
unbeatable performance, extreme durability, and enhanced efficiency for your most
challenging environments. Embrace the future of rugged computing and equip your
team with the tools they need to succeed in any situation.
 

LEARN MORE

Here's what else complements these 
new Products !!!

LPC-870 & 875 (more
Expansion
Capabilities)

SR-2870 & 2875
(Powerful & Versatile
Fanless Rack PC)
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Powerful Intel’s® 10th
Gen Core i5, i7, i9 &
Xeon 

8x DIO (Digital
input/output) ports

Dual Removable Front
Drives

Wide Range 9-48V DC
Input, ideal for mobile/field

CE, FCC & RoHS
Certified
 

Powerful Intel’s® 10th
Gen Core i5, i7, i9 &
Xeon 

19” Rack Mounting in 2U
Chassis

Fanless, Noise Free
 Computing

Built-in Gigabit LAN, USB
3.2, Audio, Serial, Video
(DVI-I & Display port)

4K Resolution, Ultra HD,
Triple Display support
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QUESTION OR COMMENTS? CONNECT OR CHAT WITH US !

Let’s connect you with our Team !

Sales

CONTACT

Product / 
Business Development
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